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ABSTRACT 
An n-frame on a Banach space Y'is E = (El,... ,En) where the Ej's are bounded 
linear operators on ~rsuch that 
Ej~O, ~Ej=-I, and EjEk=B~kE  ( j , k= l  ..... n).  
i=1 
It is known that if two n-frames E and F are sufficiently close to each other, then they 
are similar, that is, Fj = TEjT- 1 with T a bounded linear operator. Among the 
operators which realize the similarity of the two frames, there is the balanced 
transformation U(F, E)= (E~=IFjEj)(Ej"-_ 1EjFiEj)- l/z. One of our main results is a 
local characterization f the balanced transformation. Another operator which imple- 
ments the similarity between E and F is the direct rotation R(F, E). It comes up in 
connection with the study of the set of all n-frames as a Banach manifold with an 
a/fine connection. Finally, it is shown that for quite a large set of pairs of 2-frames, the 
direct rotation has a global characterization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Two "sufficiently dose" projector n-frames (i.e. ordered ecompositions of 
the identity operator into n commuting idempotents on a Banach space) are 
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known to be similar: Fi= MEiM- 1 ( j=  1 ..... n), where (Ei)i~1, (Fj)i~ l are 
the frames in components. However, M is not uniquely determined, even if 
we impose a "balancing" condition on a prospective selection (E, F )~ 
M(F, E) requiring M(F, E)= [M(E, F)] -1  For an example, see [5]. The 
earliest example, which we call the classical balanced transformation, is 
defined by (5), and we show that it can be locally singled out by imposing an 
operator equation (9), and its logarithm K can be described (without even 
assuming the role of exp K as a similarity operator) by (8), which resembles 
the description (1I) in [5] of a geodesic similarity between E and F. 
Finally we show that the case n = 2 allows a global description of the 
classical selection within quite a large open set of pairs of projectors. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We denote by ~(X ,  ~¢) tile space of bounded linear operators from a real 
or a complex Banach space to another. ~( f ,  ~/) becomes a Banach space 
under the bound norm 
IIAI[ = sup(HAxll: Itxll ~< 1). 
~(&r) is M(X, X )  with the additional structure of a Banach algebra under 
composition. The identity operator will be denoted by I, and when we deal 
with several Banach spaces, its domain will be obvious from the context. For a 
positive integer n, 5~"(X) will be the r~fold direct sum of ~(~F). It will be an 
algebra when operations are defined coordinatewise. We make 5~n(x) into a 
Banach algebra by setting 
IIBII--II(B~ ... . .  8,)11= max ]lBil 1, 
l~i~<n 
5~(~ r) operates on ~"(:~') on left and right by 
(AB), = ABi, (Ba)i = B~A (i = 1 ..... n) 
for A ~ ~(Sf)  and B ~ ~n(SF). 
G(& r) denotes the multiplicative group of invertible elements of ~(~c). 
We will often use the fact that the map A ~ A -1 of G(X)  into itself is 
continuous and differentiable. 
The spectrum of A in 5~(~) is the set 
a(A)  = {k ~ C: kI  - A is not invertible ifi X }. 
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Throughout the paper we will be using analytic operational calculus; that 
is, for A ~ ~(X)  we have o(A)c  A, where A is an open subset of the 
complex plane, and for f ~ H(A), the algebra of all complex valued flmctions 
which are analytic on A, we have 
f( A ) = 2-~ f i (  z )( zI - A )-  l dz, 
where F is an oriented envelope of o(A) with respect o f. 
By a projector frame on a Banach space Xwe mean E ~ :~n(X), where 
E = (E 1 ... . .  En) and the Ei's satisfy 
Ei-¢O, ~ Ei=I ,  and EiEk=81kEk, l<~j,k<~n, (1) 
j=l 
that is, (E 1 .... ,E.)  is a finite resolution of the identity. ~"(Sf) will denote the 
set of all n-frames on X. Given a frame E, it gives rise to the decomposition f 
X into the direct sum X = XI~ . . -  ~X. ,  where ~ i= EiX. In the above 
decomposition f Xlet ii: X i ~ Xbe the inclusion map and let s~: 5f --* X i be 
defined by s~x = Eix ~ X i, so that i i~ ~(X  i, ~),  s~ ~(~,  Xi); s~i i = I 
~(Xj), s~i k = 0 ~ ~( fk ,  5f/), 1¢ k; and iis ~ = E i. Define 
A s~ = s~Aik ~ ~(  Xk, XS), l <~ S, k < n. 
Then the block matrix of A with respect o E is 
I 
Al l  - . .  A1-] 
Anl  • . . Ann  
(2) 
Let ~ Jgn(X)  denote the space of all matrices of the form (2) with entries 
Aik ~ ~( fk ,  Xi). There is one-to-one correspondence b tween ~(X) ,  and 
~¢¢e(X).  Indeed, if we have n 2 operators Aik ~ ~(:~k, Xi), they will define 
an operator A ~ ~(X)  as follows: 
A= ~ iiA#,s ~. (3) 
/ , k= l  
Note that ~..ge(X),  with the usual operation of addition and multiplication 
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(as for partitioned matrices), becomes an algebra, and Equations (2) and (3) 
define an algebra isomorphism between M(Ar) and M~E(:Y). In the follow- 
ing we use some notation from the theory of partitioned matrices. Namely, an 
operator A ~ M(X) is said to be block diagonal if [A]E is a block diagonal 
matrix, and similarly A is block off-diagonal if [A] E is block off-diagonal. For 
brevity, we sometimes drop the word "block." We can express [A]~ as 
[A] E = D + S, where 
, ] i : l - . ]  0 0 • • • A2n D= and S= . . 
A. .  [AI, 1 An2 - "  0 
D is called the diagonal part of [A]E, and S the off-diagonal part of [A]E. In 
terms of the operator A and the Ei's, the diagonal part of A will be 
F.7=IEiAE i (since [F~i~IEiAEi]E= D), and the off-diagonal part will be 
A -E7~IE iAE i .  Hence it follows that A ~ ~(~)  is block diagonal if and only 
ff A = ~7~IEiAEi  as well as iff AE i = E iA , 1 ~ j<~ n. In such a case, A will be 
invertible ff and only if every A z is invertible and consequently A]i 1 = s}A - li i, 
and A- 1 will be block diagonal, namely 
A -1= ~ i iAi i ls) • 
j=l 
3. CLOSENESS AND SIMILARITY BETWEEN FRAMES 
Two frames E and F are said to be similar if there exists an invertible 
operator V ~ N(£r) such that VE = FV; that is, VE i =F  iV, j=  1 . . . . .  n. A 
traction V:(E ,  F),--* V(F, E)  on a set of pairs of frames, whose values have 
the above property, is called balanced ff V(F, E ) -1= V(E, F). For a given 
pair of frames E and F, one can construct an operator A which intertwines 
between E, F. By that we mean an A ~ ~(W)  such that AE = FA. The 
following lemma provides means for such a construction. 
LEMMA 1. Let A, B ~ ~"(~)  and C ~ ~(X) .  Let :~B.A(C): ~n(,~)X 
~"(~)X  6~(~) ~ ~' (~)  be given by 
(B, A ,  C)  ~ ~ BiCAi. 
j=l 
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Then ~ is a continuous trilinear map. Moreover, i f  E, F are fixed elements in 
~"( ~Y ), then ~ F. E: ~(  :~ ) ~ ~( $f ) is a projector. Also S ~ ~( ~ ) is a similar- 
it~t between E, F i f  and onl~t i f  S ~ G(~r)nRange(~F,~). 
Proof. The statement that ~B.A(C) is continuous and trflinear is dear 
from its definition. Using the equations (1), we can verify that ~F,E is a 
projector, and for any A ~ ~(Sf),  the operator S = ET_IFjAE j intertwines 
between E and F. (Just write FS = SE in components.) If S is invertible, then 
it will be a similarity. On the other hand, if S is a similarity between E and F, 
E then certainly S = EjftF~S j and the lemma is proved. • 
Let 
Cj=(E j+F i - I )~- I - (F j -E i )  2, j= l  . . . . .  n, (4) 
and suppose that each Cj is invertible. Define 
n 
E 
j~ l  
S intertwines between E and F, and the above condition implies that S is 
invertible, where  S-I=~,EjCj-IF f Th is  fo l lows from FjEjFj-~CjFjfFjCj 
and EjFjEj=CjEj=-EjCf Note that S(F ,E)  is not balanced, because 
S(F, E ) - l  ~ S(E, F)  for some pairs (E, F). However, a balanced transforma- 
tion can be constructed, under more restrictive conditions on the spectrum of 
the Cj's, as given by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let E, F be two flames; E ~ F. Assume that the spec- 
trum of each Cj, 1 <~ j <~ n, does not separate 0from oo. Then the operator 
U=U(F ,E )= ~ FiC,-1/~E,= E, EtFiE t 
1=1 
(s) 
is a similarity between F and E which is also balanced. Further, U( F, E) and 
U( E, F) have the block matrix representation (relative to E) 
n -1  n 
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where [/7/] = CF  v ,  , i, jkIj, k=l, i = 1,. . . ,n.  
Proof. Since 0 lies in the unbounded component of the complement of 
the spectrum of each Cj, every Cj 1/2 can be well defined. Clearly 
~7=~FiCj- ~/2E i intertwines between E and F. Since C i commutes with E i and 
F i, and Ey iE i= EF jE  i by the definition (4) of C i, it follows that 
n F - rl El= 1 iCj 1/2E i is invertible and its inverse is Ej=IEiCi-- a/2F i. Hence U( F, E) 
is a balanced similarity. To show the last equality in (5), we note that 
T = ~7=IEjFjE i is block diagonal (with respect o the frame E). The block- 
diagonal elements of T are 
so that 
[ j~ l  Ej jEj] t F . _ t . , . T#:  s i "= ' i -  sF f l i=  siFfli= Fj,#, 
Hence 
T# x/2= sjCi l/2ij = Fi, i~/z. 
T I /2= ~ lj~jj • , 1/~s~ = ~: /~ jc  i-  1/2E j, 
j=t j=l 
which proves the last equality in (5). It remains to find the entries of the block 
matrix of U(F, E) and U(E, F). By (5), 
U(F ,E )=(  L FiEi)T 1/2 
1=1 
Thus we need only to find the entries of the block matrix of S = E~=IFjEj. 
But [S] = [Sjk]~,k= 1, where Slk = sjSi k = Fk, ik. Similarly, since we can express 
S 1= T-I[)ZT_IEiFi], we can find the entries of the block matrix of S l, 
1 1 1 /2 namely Sj~ =-(Fj, ii ) Fi, jk. Now (6) follows, since U(F, E)= ST-  ' and 
U(F, E) = T1/2S 1 • 
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REMArt~s. 
(1) If we assume that liE - Eli < 1, then the assumption of Proposition 2
is satisfied, since the definition of the norm in ~"(~)  implies that IIFj- Ejll 
< 1, and hence Cj- 1/2 will be defined by the binomial series [see (4)]. 
(2) The assumption that E V: F with all Cj invertible implies that E does 
not commute with F, because if it did, then the identities 
( Ej + F i - I )( E j -  Fi) = ( FiE j -  EjFj) = ( F i - Ei)( Ei + F j -  I)  
would imply that E i= F i, j=  1 ..... n, since (E j+ F j -  1) 2 = Ciis invertible. 
4. LOCAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CLASSICAL BALANCED 
TRANSFORMATION 
The classical balanced transformation between two frames E, F as de- 
scribed by Proposition 2 is 
U(F, E) = ~ FF~- 1/2Ej. 
j=l 
Note that as F--, E, U(F, E )~ I. Hence ff F is sufficiently close to E, 
certainly U will be close to the identity. Throughout we will assume that E 
a~ld F are sufficiently close frames. Define 
r = logU(F, E), (7) 
so that U(F, E) = exp K. The following lemma records ome properties of the 
block matrix exp K. 
LEMMA 3. For K defined by (7) we have 
(i) exp K = E~=lF~(exp K)E i, 
(ii) sinh K is block off-diagonal. That is, 
Ej(sinh K )E i = O. 
i=1 
(iii) 7he block diagonal part of  exp K is equal to the block diagonal part 
of  cosh K. 
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Proof. Lemma 1 shows that expK ~ Range(~,e) ,  whence (i) follows. 
Since sinh K = ½ [exp K - exp( - K)] = ½ [U(F, E) - U - 1 (F, E)], we can apply 
the equations (6) with j = k to find that the diagonal blocks of U(F, E) and 
U- I (F ,  E) are equal to Fj.-j~/z. Hence sinhK is block off-diagonal. As 
exp K = sinh K + cosh K, the operator sinh K being block off-diagonal implies 
(iii). • 
The next theorem shows that K defined by (7) may be equivalently 
defined as the solution of the operator equation (8) given below. 
THEOREM 4. I f  liE - F[I/s sufficiently small, then K = log U( F, E) is the 
unique solution of  
exp K - ~F, ~(exp K)  + ~@e, ~ (sinh K ) = 0 
with the property that K --, 0 as F --* E. 
Proof. First we note that K--- logU(F, E) is 
follows directly from Lemma 3. But since 
a solution of (8). This 
implies that U ~ I as F ---} E, we have K ~ 0. To show local uniqueness of K, 
we appeal to the implicit function theorem. For that, let E be a fixed frame, 
and define 
by 
,/,: x --, 
q,(F, K) = expK - ~F. E(expK) + ~E. E(sinh K). 
It follows from Lemma 1 that the map ~ E(') is a smooth map. Hence 
will be smooth. Also 
~(E,O) =0.  
The partial derivative of q~ with respect o the second variable at (E, O) is 
D2~(E,0 ) = I ~ ~(~(~) ) .  
(8) 
U(F ,E )= (~q 1F.E.)(52'~ 1E.F.E.) 1/2 
1~ I I 1= I I I 
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This can be justified as follows: 
#(E ,  H) -  ~(E,0)  = expH - 9~,e(exp H)+ 9~e, e(sinh H) .  
Since expH=~.~._oH"/nl and s inhH= ~ z.+l _ E._o H / (2n +1)!, one has 
exp H = I + H + O(llnll 2) and sinh H = H + O(IIHII3), so that 
~b(E, H) -  ~(E,0)  = I + H + O(llnl12) - ~E,E(I -4- H + O(IIHII2)) 
+ ~,E(H + O(IIHII3)) 
= H + O(llnl12). 
Thus D2#( E, O)H = H and D2~( E, O) = I ~ ~(~(~r) ) .  Then the conditions of 
the implicit function theorem are satisfied. Hence there exists a neighborhood 
W o of E in ~- (Er )  and a smooth function g0 :W0-o~(~r)  such that 
if(F, K) = 0 if and only if K = g0(F) for F ~ W 0. If we now take W = W o N 
Cn(x)  and g = g01w: W-o  ~(X) ,  then for such a neighborhood, K = g(F)  is 
the unique solution of (8) with the property that K ~ 0 as F ~ E. The 
conclusion of the theorem follows. • 
THEOREM 5. Let E, F be two J:rames, and suppose that 
(1) V is a similarity between E, F, 
(2) liE - FI[ is sufficiently small, 
(3) V is close to the identity. 
Then V will be the classical balanced transformation between E and F i f  and 
only i f  it satisfies 
Ej(v-v o. (9) 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3 that the balanced transformation satis- 
fies (9). On the other hand suppose V satisfies (9). Then condition (3) implies 
that K = log V is well defined, V = exp K. V being a similarity implies 
exp K = En iF, ex p , _  K E r Now Equation (8) implies that K satisfies Equation 
(9). Hence by Theorem 4, K = logV(F, E), which means that V=V(F,  E). 
This proves the theorem. • 
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REMARK. If we replace (9) by 
~-~ Ej(Iog V )Ej= O, 
j=l 
we obtain a local characterization f the geodesic similarity mentioned in the 
introduction; it has the property that t ~ VtEV t, 0 ~< t ~< l, is a geodesic arc 
from E to F within o~n(f )  regarded as a Banach submanifold of ~n( f )  with 
an induced affine connection. 
5. CHARACTERIZAT ION OF  THE D IRECT ROTATION OF  A PAIR 
OF  PROJECTORS 
Let E 0, E 1 be two bounded hnear projectors in a Banach space f .  In [3] 
Kato showed that ff lIE 1 -E01  [ < 1, then E 0 and E 1 are similar. In fact, he 
gave an algebraic expression for that similarity in terms of E 0, E 1. 
For a pair of orthoprojectors on a Hflbert space, the paper  [2] expresses a 
particular unitary U (called the direct rotation) such that E I = UEoU 1 in the 
form 
U=exp( /O) ,  0>/0 ,  /normal ,  13=_ j .  
For a pair of projectors Eo, E l on a Banach space and under more relaxed 
conditions than those in [3], a similarity between E o and E 1 was constructed 
in [4] which resembles the direct rotation mentioned above, in the form 
Vl/2 = exp K, K = ½ log TlT~), 
where T~ is the involution association with E i, that is, 7~ = 2E, - I, i = 0,1. 
It was an open problem in [4] to find conditions on the pair {To, 7"1 } which 
would allow us to characterize V1/2 before it is constructed. (Results of this 
type were found in [1, Theorem 4.1] and [2, Proposition 3.3] for Hilbert 
spaces). The basic result in this section is to give a characterization of the 
direct rotation between a pair of projectors in Banach spaces. First we need 
the following definition: 
DEFINITION 6. Let T o and T 1 be two involutions. A direct rotation 
between T o and T 1 is R ~ G( f )  which satisfies the following: 
(i) T I=RT oR-l ,  
(ii) R exp K, where K = t log T1T o (i.e., R e = T1T o). 
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We call R the principal direct rotation ff we use the principal branch of the 
logarithm defining K. 
Also we note that the definition of K implies that KT o + ToK = 0; this is 
because 
ToKT o = ½ log ToTITo ~ = ½ log ToT 1 = ½ log (TiTo) -1 = _ K. 
Here we use a holomorphic branch of log whose value at 1 is 0. The square 
roots used below are meant o be consistent with it, that is, z 1/z = exp(½ log z). 
Before stating the main theorem of this section, we will discuss briefly an 
elementary conformal mapping. 
LEMMA 7. The function f: z ~(  z -- z -1 ) /2  maps the right half plane 
f~ = (z :Rez  > 0} conformally onto the plane with two cuts along the imagi- 
nary axis: G = C \ {z: Re z = 0 and IIm z I > /1 .~_e  inverse of f is g: z ~ z 
+ V/1 + z z with the property 1/g(z )  = - z + ~/1 + z 2 , z ~G.  
Proof. The calculations are quite elementary, and the mapping property 
follows, after tracing the boundary of ~2, from the orientation principle. • 
Let us also recall that the principal logarithm, log, maps f~z = C \ (z: z ~< 0} 
conformally onto the strip S = {z: IIm z I < ~r }, and its inverse is exp. 
THEOREM 8. Let T o, T 1 be involutions in ~(~Y) such that o(T1To) c ~.  
Then R ~ G( ~Y ) is a principal direct rotation between TO and T 1 according to 
Definition 6 i f  and only i f  
(R1) T 1 = RTo R- l ,  
(R2) the block diagonal parts of  R and R-1  (relative to To) are equal, 
and 
(R3) Re o(R) > O. 
Proof. First, observe that (R1) is (i) from Def. 6. Next, the block diagonal 
part of any M ~ ~(~r)  is EoME o +( I  - Eo)M(I - Eo)=(M+ ToMTo)/2, 
where 2E o - I = T o. 
Sufficiency part: (R2) can be written as 
R_R-1  
_ _  
since o(R)c  ~ by (R3), the operator L =(R  - R-1) /2  has o(L)___ G by 
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Lemma 7 and the spectral mapping theorem. By the same lemma, 
R=L+t / / ]+L  2 and R-X=-L+v/ /+- -L  2. 
Now L is off-diagonal, ToLT  o = - L,  and L z is diagonal: ToL2To = (7oLTo) e 
= L z. Hence ~ L 2 is also diagonal, and 
foR - % = To( - L + ~/I + L~)~o = L + ~ + L ~ = S. (10) 
Therefore (R1) implies T1T o = R(ToR XT0)= R z. Taking logarithms [note 
that o(T1T0)_ f~z by assumption], we get 
K = ½ log(TiT0) = ½ log R 2 = log R, 
and this implies (ii) of Definition 6. 
Necessity part: Assume R = exp K = exp(½ log TIT o). Since Jim o(K)l  < 
~r/2, we get Re o(R)  > 0, i.e. (R3). Next, ToKT o = - K by an earlier remark; 
hence K is off-diagonal, and so is 
R-R-J ~ (K2)" 
L 2 s inhK=K - -  (2n+l ) I '  
n =0 
since K 2 is diagonal. Consequently, the diagonal parts of R and R 1 are 
equal, as required by (R2). • 
REMARKS. 
(a) A similarity satisfying (R1) and (R2) without a restriction on its 
spectrum [such as (R3)] may not be unique. Indeed, with R = (T1To) 1/2 and 
with T O 4= I, the operator l = RT o is different from R, yet 
J To J -a=RToToTo- IR  I=RToR l=T  1 for(R1) ;  
further, since lz  = R(ToRTo)  = RR - 1 = I by (10), we also have 
l+To lTo=l - l+To]  tT o for (R2). 
Observe that - 1 ~ o( l ), since ( I  + 1)(1 - 1) = O, .1 ~ I, and hence J violates 
(R3). 
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(b) In Definition 6, condition (i) was stated explicitly, since it is the 
primary reason for considering R; it is however, a consequence of (ii). Indeed, 
realizing that R = (T1To) 1/~ satisfies ToRT o = R - x, we obtain 
RToR-1  = nToToRTo = n~To = T1ToTo = T1, 
as claimed. 
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